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Sand Stone Area. 
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Funnycomb cliff 
 

 
P4 
 

1 ‘Camel tour crack’ HS 4b 55m Andrew Rutherford and Fred Stone. 
Starts just to the right of a small stone wall. Start between 2 cracks and trend right to the top. 
From a distance the crack appears to be to the right of a triangle (big easy forms the left side of 
the triangle. 
 
2 “Shane’s Nuts” VS 4c 09/04/06 VS 4c 50m Hamish Matheson and Katherine Epp 
Thin straight crack starting at base of left running chimney. Start on top of low concrete water 
tank. Straight up crack with plenty of good holds to ledge. Over tricky bulge to next ledge. 45m. 
Possible direct finish over final steep 5m. We traversed right to final move of Funnycomb. 
 
3 “Mel’s Rocks”. 50m Dave Riply and Ruth Murdie 09/04/06 
Start 10m left of Shane’s Nuts by obvious large pockets. Go directly up to large corner and finish. 
 
4 “The Big Easy” S 50m Hamish Matheson and Chris Birt. 08/04/06 
Right Running crack on right edge of Funny comb face. Easy gradient with plenty of large hand 
and foot holds as far as ledge at 45m good gear placment in crack. Slightly overhanging final 
move above the ledge. Foot holds are sandy but pro is good. 
 
5 “Funnycomb” S 50m Hamish Matheson and Chris Birt 08/04/06 
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Start at thin cracks straight up face of funny honeycomb textured rock. Good holds and pro. 
Possible direct finish under interesting overhang. We took the flat face 3m to the right with good 
little pocket holds but hard to protect. 
 
 

Campsite Gully 
 

 
P2 

 
1 *“My wife’s gone shopping” VS 5a, 4c Chris Birt and Hamish Matheson. 07/04/06 
Great clean vertical crack at the end of flat ground just behind campsite. 
 

i) Finger jams and hand jams up vertical crack. Difficult moves to start – some delicate 
rock edges. Belay at obvious ledge below slight overhang. (25m) 

ii) Climb crack through first overhang. Surprisingly easy. Gain second large ledge. 
Climb crack through undercut overhang. Make delicate moves onto slab on right. Poor 
protection. Continue directly to top. (25m) 
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2 “Mohammed’s Scamper” VS 4b, 4b, 5a, and 4c Chris Birt and Hamish Matheson 

08/04/06 
Obvious right trending crack line up full height of cliff on left side of sandy bowl just up from 
campsite. 

i) Start at large crack, carefull moves up suspect rock to obvious ledge beneath 
overhanging wall (25m) 

ii) Traverse left a few meters then up ramp to the right to gain the higher ledge above the 
first set of overhangs. (25m) 

iii) Twin obvious cracks above look tempting but suspect rock, so traverse right onto the 
holy fuck traverse along the undercut ledge. Easy traverse but poor protection in 
undercut threads. Turn corner then make difficult moves up crackline at end of 
traverse to gain stance in vertical crack / cave (20m) 

iv) Climb above vertical cave to big ledge with undercut horizontal scoop cave. Traverse 
left slightly to re-gain major crack system. Climb the big crack up rightwards to top. 
Couple of ‘interesting’ overhangs right at the top! (35m) 

 
 
 

3 “Pigeons in flight”. E2 5b 12m Alex 
Barrows / Andrew Rutherford (onsight solo) 

08/04/06 
5m right of groovy times. 
Solo from behind a large boulder, climb up the faint 
brown rib on surprisingly good holds to an exciting 
exit onto a ledge. Traverse right along ledge above 
the climb down the ramp/corner as for groovy time. 
Has had 2nd ascent. 
 
4 “Groovy Times” E3 6b 12m Andrew 
Rutherford and Alex Barrows (ground up solo) 
08/04/06 
100m ish up the sand dune/hill is an obvious 

rock/boulder on the left. Behind is a flat wall and brown rib (pigeons in flight) To the left is an 
obvious groove with a blank start. 
 
Make hard moves to get established in the groove and follow this on pleasant but much more 
easier rock to a slightly more tricky exit right. Mantle up to large ledge above and traverse R to 
the corner to down climb ( for soloists -  To lead you will need to carry on up to find a belay. 
Safe if lead, nice to solo. No lead as yet. But has had second ascent. 
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Main Wall 
 

 
P6 

 
1 “Do it while she’s hot” VS 4c, 5a, 4a. 130m Dave 

Lucas and Katherine Epp. 
i) Climb off top of blob up right on a steep but easy 

wall. Then trend up slightly left aiming for foot 
of crack HS 4c 45m 

ii) Climb crack and continue up onto ramp. Climb 
this then leftwards onto slabs to ledge and below 
a crack. VS 5a, 55m 

iii) Climb crack and continue onto top. S4a, 30m 
 
 
2 “Child Birth” HVS 5b, 5a Chris Birt and Hamish 
Matheson 08/04/06 
Climb triple cracks left of ‘do it while she is hot’ and 5m to 
the right of broken corner near lowest left hand side of the 
big bolb (just a few 10’s of meters up the massive sand dune. 
 

i) Climb thin vertical cracks. Sometimes suspect 
rock – caution! Sustained sections of steep climbing with good pro in cracks with a 
couple of good resting ledges. Belay on small broken ledge after 2 steep sections 
(25m) 
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ii) Continue up easier ground following same cracks. Less steep then before belay at very 
wide ledge with rubble (35m) 

Abseil descent from this point, but possible 3rd pitch above in continuation of crack system. 
 

 

 
The Descent 
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House of Eid 
 

 
 

1 *“Whatfa” HS 4a 40m. Dave Lucas and David Barlow 
2 *”Said” S 45m. Geoff Hornby and Susie Sammut 
3 •”Ahmed” V Diff. 70m Geoff Hornby and Susie Sammut 
4 •”Salam” VS 4b, 4a. 60m+ scramble. Dave Lucas and David Barlow 
5 **”Umsalam” HVS 5a, 55m. Dave Lucas and David Barlow 
6 *”Eid” E1 5a, 55m. Dave Lucas and David Barlow. 
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Recording a new route  
Please send me through any new route information that you have. When writing up your own 
new routes please can you provide me with the following details 
1) a good quality high resolution image with a detailed and exact topo line drawn on it.  
2) A GPS point for the start of the route.  
3) details of when the route was first climbed, and who climbed it.  
4) star rating - Its very easy to get carried away when doing a new route and give everything 3 
stars. I have put together a star rating system.  
5) a brief description of the complete route.  
6) a pitch by pitch account giving pitch length, grade and any important info.  
7) description of the descent. 
 
Star Rating System  

 
***  A strong natural line, clean sound rock, appropriate protection for the grade and 

consistent climbing at the grade. Sound Belays. 
 
**  A good natural line, good rock, appropriate protection for the grade and some 

sustained climbing at the grade. 
 
*  At least two of the above with a reasonable line. 
 
No Stars Not a bad or unworthy route, but one that cant tick more then one of the main 

criteria. 
 
• Stay away – loose rock, dubious protection, tedious climbing. 
 
Other factors that add stars include great views, funky rock formations and whether or not the 
first ascentionist writes the route up. 
 
 


